
WRLSWEB Network Advisory Committee Meeting

February 11, 2010

Colonial Bowling, Sparta

Minutes

Members present: Patti Berglund, Bridget Christenson, Jim Eliason, Trina Erickson, David
Goldfein, Judy Grant, Muriel Gunderson, Meredith Houge, Peggy Klein, Carol Krett,
Debra Lambert, Chris McArdle Rojo, David Polodna, Chris Smolek, Lynette Vlasek,
Rita Wachuta Breckel

Guests: Charles Clemence, Deb Dagnon, Randy Dagnon, Noreen Fish, Marcia Sarnowski

The meeting was convened by Polodna at 10:12 am.

I. Greetings and Introductions/Roll Call. Chris Smolek, the new director at Wonewoc, was
introduced and welcomed. Roll call was taken as indicated above.

II. Approval of minutes from December 10 meeting. Motion by David Goldfein, seconded by

Carol Krett, to approve the minutes of the December 10, 2009 meeting as presented.

Carried.

III. Library Technical Support: Polodna stated that while WRLS understood that there was
interest among members for more comprehensive technical support, the labor-intensive
nature of the work would require more personnel, and that would require more funding
which was not something WRLS could expect in the near future. Regardless of the
limitations, however, members should consider what their future needs and desires will
be and prepare to make suggestions as the review of the WRLS Action Plan gets
underway this year.

IV. WRLSWEB Leadership: Frustrations with the slowness of progress within the Network
Advisory Committee on various issues, including recent efforts to standardize practices,
has raised again the concern that WRLS should exercise more active leadership of the
shared network. Polodna said he was willing to approach the conduct of meetings
differently and assert more leadership if that is what the members wanted, but that this
was structured as a consortium and designed to be directed by the members. He then
asked for specific suggestions on how NAC might be led differently. Goldfein suggested
that some issues should first be sent to a subcommittee which would provide a
recommendation for NAC to act upon. Klein stated that she had been surprised to learn
that 100% consensus is expected for decisions rather that majority rule. Christenson said
that enforcing decisions seemed to be part of the problem. The group discussed the fact
that in operational matters (the purview of NAC) local boards had ultimate authority by
statute. Polodna suggested that one way to address this would be to revise the
WRLSWEB agreement, giving the consortium authority to insist upon certain practices
and parameters, and then getting each library board to adopt the new agreement. Polodna
will prepare a draft revised agreement with more teeth and bring it to NAC in April.

V. WRLSWEB Standardization / Following Checkout Location Parameters: Goldfein
proposed that changing WRLSWEB practices so that when a patron checked out an item
the rules relating to that check out would always be those of the library checking the item
out rather than the rules of the owning library, could solve many other concerns that
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NAC has been laboring over, such as loan periods. Discussion followed. Motion by
Goldfein, seconded by Klein, to implement the changes in Horizon profiling so that check

out location parameters will be in effect for check outs, rather than owning library

parameters which are used now. Carried.

VI. WRLSWEB Standardization / Loan Periods: Given the action on item V above, the
group decided not to discuss loan periods further unless it is discovered that a problem
still exists after the ruling check out parameters have changed.

VII. Ideal ILS Features and Horizon’s Ability to Address: This topic began with a summary
of the final site visits to look at Innovative Interface and Symphony. Goldfein reported
that the visits did not alter the committees conclusions since, again, no outstanding
product jumped out. While any might offer features not now in Horizon, none would
justify the significant expenditure of funds. Discussions will continue with Autographics,
but for the mean time it seems desirable to investigate what small adjustments to Horizon
might result in improved functionality. Goldfein asked that members review the list of
ideal features for an ILS, prioritize the top three or four, and get those priorities to him.
He will then begin to seek solutions within Horizon to improve what we have.

The discussion then turned to the recent Horizon upgrade and what specifically it
changed. This upgrade was primarily an infrastructure adjustment. There were no
apparent front line functionalities changed, but the operation of the entire system is faster
and more stable. The upgrade on the PAC side helped to make it work better with newer
software. The upgrade also fixed some bugs. Technical Services is still assessing all of
the results of the upgrade.

VIII. Antivirus Software Change/Expanded Security Support Possibilities: Randy Dagnon
reported that he has been looking into some software changes that will be necessary or
desirable as Windows XP is phased out over the next couple years. First, the AVG
antivirus licenses will expire in July 2010; he has not been satisfied with the protection
we’ve received from AVG so has looked into other products. It looks like a better
product will be available for about the same cost, so we will be changing from AVG.
This will require alterations of Internet stations. Second, Steady State, which has been a
free security package, will no longer function with Windows 7, so as new machines are
acquired we will need to find an alternative. Dagnon has investigated two different
options and is leaning towards Centurion Cornerstone. Cornerstone would allow Dagnon
to address software updates centrally without intervention from local library staff. It will
make it possible to streamline and standardize many technical support operations, but it
will require libraries to pay additional fees. WRLS has an unanticipated source of revenue
in 2010 which it is willing to devote to making the transition to a new security product.
The cost for the Cornerstone would be $27.30 per station, with $5.20 being an annual
support charge. WRLS is prepared to cover $19.00 of this cost for 201 stations; member
libraries would need to pick up the remaining $8.30 per station. Dagnon stated that if a
library was interested in making this change it should understand that all public stations in
the library would have to be converted because the greatest benefit will be realized from
having all stations set up the same. Members should let Dagnon know soon if they are
interested in acquiring the new security package.

IX. WPLC/ Overdrive Challenge: Polodna described a situation facing the Wisconsin Public
Library Consortium: Overdrive, the company providing the consortium with download-
able audiobooks and some video, wants to change its marketing format and no longer sell
to statewide consortia, but rather directly to libraries. They intend, however, to use the
access infrastructure created and paid for by WPLC to allow the local library users to get
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access to the documents purchased by the individual library. The problem with this is that
all users throughout the state will see all the documents purchased by anyone in
Wisconsin, but only some will be available to any given patron. This will cause unending
frustration for patron and line staff who hear the complaints. WRLS is asking that no
libraries in our region accept the offers from Overdrive, no matter how generous they
may appear. WPLC is trying to address the shortage of titles and the long waits, and we
will all be better served by sticking with the consortium than by going off on our own.

X. LPL NetLibrary Additions: Fish reported that LPL has purchased title from NetLibrary
which will be represented in the catalog and available to anyone in the region.

XII. Non-standard Bar Code Issue and Converting Patron Cards: Polodna noted that some
libraries have been led to believe that the need to phase out the old A...R patron barcodes
implies replacing all of the earlier plastic cards (with individual library names) with the
new sets, even if the barcode on the older cards are the new style. While WRLS is not
discouraging use of the new sets, and does wish to work towards phasing out the old style
bar codes, it also wants to stress that any library card with a new style (14 digit) code on
it is still useful and does not need to be replaced. Limited funding at WRLS makes it
difficult to purchase the volume of new card sets that would be needed to replace every
older card.

XIII. Additional Issues or Concerns: Goldfein reported that each library would soon be
receiving a bag from LPL which will display the library’s name and is to be used for
sending CDs and DVDs which the library wishes to have LPL clean and repair. Discs can
simply be placed in the bag and sent to LPL via delivery. They will be cleaned and
returned in the bag. The cost for the service is $1.50 per disc. Billing will come from
LPL and be done periodically (period to be determined). This is an LPL, not a WRLS,
service.

A brief discussion was held about how many email frustrations could be alleviated if
WRLS had an extranet for communication among members. This had been proposed in
the past but had been set aside. Goldfein said he could set up an extranet with a few basic
components like a white board (for individual’s availability schedules), a wiki, and a
blog. Motion by Klein, seconded by Houge, to request that the extranet be established.
Carried.

The demise of Telecirc is looking ever more imminent, so Goldfein asked for suggestions
on what features people would like in a new product which would be designed
specifically for WRLSWEB. A few suggestions were made; he will accept further
suggestion for the next few weeks so please forward them to him.

McArdle Rojo asked if there was any update on the status of adjusting font size on slips
for delivery. Krett reported that the changes worked fine on new receipt printers but not
on older printers. Dagnon said she had not done any investigation or found any solutions
yet.

XIV. Next Meeting: April 8, 2010

IX. Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 11:59 am.

Respectfully submitted,

David Polodna
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